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Adaptable Near and Far: C. H. Hazlewood’s Double Adaptations 
 
Abstract: 
Stage personnel faced complex and conflicting demands in the nineteenth century to curate and 
cater to appetites for theatre with perceived local relevance and increasingly mobile and diverse 
audiences. This article argues that the formulaic melodramas written for less reputable London 
theatres allowed for just such local identification as well as for coming and going, as playwrights 
produced dramas which simultaneously traded on their knowledge of managerial preferences and 
theatrical companies while retaining an inclusive ambiguity in their scripts by avoiding specific 
political affiliation and curating moments of metatheatrical humour that appealed to audiences’ 
general knowledge of stage conventions, rather than specific local contexts or affiliations. 
Focusing on two very different dramatizations of Charles Reade’s novel It Is Never Too Late to 
Mend, both written by C. H. Hazlewood, this article analyses how the playwright addressed the 
tastes and capabilities of a network of professionals with whom he was personally connected, while 








Recent research in theatre history has drawn attention to co-existing but apparently antithetical 
currents in western nineteenth-century theatrical culture. On the one hand, theatre was a 
fundamentally transnational business. Performers toured globally, and texts and ideas circulated 
across national and linguistic boundaries unhindered, as spectacles and stories were freely 
translated, remediated, and adapted for different audiences. For, even though popular playwrights 
like Dion Boucicault increasingly sought to secure international rights to their work, a lack of legal 
parity between countries made this difficult to achieve. For example, plays that premiered outside 
of the United Kingdom received no copyrights for British performances unless the other country 
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in question had a mutual copyright treaty with the United Kingdom. There was no such agreement 
between the United Kingdom and the United States of America until 1891.1  
At the same time, however, managers regularly enticed the patronage of playgoers by 
appealing to an audience’s local knowledge, loyalties, or experiences.2 For example, local dramas 
thrilled audiences by emphasising their proximity to melodramatic action, by setting the drama 
close to the theatre and featuring recognisable landmarks in the scenery.3 Perhaps the most famous 
example of a drama being repeatedly re-localised for different cities is Boucicault’s The Poor of 
New York (1857), which became The Poor of Liverpool (February 1864), The Poor of Manchester 
(March 1864), The Poor of Birmingham (April 1864), The Poor of Leeds (May 1864), The Streets 
of Glasgow (June 1864), and The Streets of London (August 1864) respectively,4 but throughout 
the century theatres traded on performances of locally-committed crimes and even had actors 
impersonate well-known street performers to cultivate an impression of authenticity.5 Managers 
also created species of ‘brand identities’ for their theatres by capitalising on the specialties of star 
actors, whose popularity was likely to attract a loyal  following of regular playgoers. Alternatively, 
certain theatres sought to address specific communities known to reside nearby. In 1880, the 
Garrick Theatre in Whitechapel staged Yiddish theatre performed by newly settled Russian Jews.6 
Nevertheless, it was often difficult to target local groups specifically, at least in metropolitan cities. 
As Jim Davis and Victor Emeljanow have proven, theatre audiences reflected multiple and hybrid 
communities found in the local area and further afield.7 
Locality, or localness, is an exclusive concept and postcolonial criticism has drawn 
attention to the role of nineteenth-century literature and culture in maintaining divisions between 
those communities who are included in attempts to define known, shared spaces, and those who 
are left out of dominant forms of cultural representation in spite of their co-presence. Certainly, 
the desire for dramas to be ‘naturalis[ed]’ for different places reveals that audiences’ appetite for 
theatre with perceived local relevance was seen to sit in opposition to more dynamic stage realities 
of touring on international circuits, and common practices of translating and adapting foreign 
language plays.8 Conversely, shifting contexts of global and local mobility meant that stage 
personnel actually faced complex and conflicting demands, as theatres responded to appetites for 
dramas that curated a rooted sense of locality while simultaneously catering to increasingly mobile 
and diverse audiences. Paradoxically, then, as the examples above indicate, locality was 
represented and perceived in nineteenth-century popular theatre via a shifting network of 
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embodied and material referents that centred around the playhouse, and the apparent immediacy 
of the drama created by responding flexibly to changing audience demands and experiences.  
This article argues that the formulaic melodramas written for less reputable London 
theatres allowed for both local identification and for coming and going, as playwrights produced 
dramas which simultaneously traded on their knowledge of managerial preferences and theatrical 
companies while retaining an inclusive ambiguity by avoiding specific political affiliation and 
curating moments of metatheatrical humour that appealed to audiences’ general knowledge of 
stage conventions, rather than specific local contexts or affiliations. These play texts thus enabled 
practitioners to address multiple and hybrid audiences in a known area. However, the script’s 
calculated ambivalence also made these dramas portable across an international dramatic circuit. 
How playwrights and practitioners navigated desires for local identification within an 
international market is a growing field of research. Notable examples include Joseph Roach’s 
Cities of the Dead (1996), Elizabeth Dillon’s New World Drama (2014), and a special issue of 
Nineteenth Century Theatre and Film, “World Literature and Global Performance”, edited by 
Katherine Biers and Sharon Marcus (2014).9 Each of these studies is animated by the circulation 
and hybridization of cultural forms and performances, which trouble theatre histories defined by 
national boundaries. Of course, postcolonial studies long-since revealed the interdependence of 
British and global contexts and cultures, and recent research builds on this work to address ‘the 
global circulation of Victorian literature and culture and the intercultural transvaluation of actants 
often associated with Victorian Britain.’10 Rather than studying the transcultural remediation or 
appropriation of a drama, however, this article seeks to draw attention to the ways that a single 
text might traverse such uneven conditions, and address the interface between local community 
and unpredictable mobility. It argues that adaptations were especially suited to the negotiation of 
a market in which both local networks and international portability could be valuable assets: one 




In 1859, the inexhaustible popular dramatist, Colin Henry Hazlewood, wrote two radically 
different adaptations of Charles Reade’s novel It Is Never Too Late to Mend (1856): one licensed 
for the Britannia Theatre on 7 March,11 and another first performed at the Royal Marylebone 
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Theatre on 8 May,12 which was published by T. H. Lacy in that same year.13 The latter draws more 
closely on Reade’s novel, anticipating Reade’s own 1865 adaptation of the novel to a large 
degree.14 By contrast, the structure, action, and dramatis personæ of the Britannia version deviate 
markedly from both the novel and Hazlewood’s other adaptation. Particularly important is the 
introduction of an additional character, London Nan, who takes centre stage throughout.  
This phenomenon, which I call ‘double adaptation’, was not an isolated occurrence. Only 
a few years later, Hazlewood wrote a double adaptation of Walter Scott’s The Heart of Midlothian 
(1818): first ‘Jeannie Deans, or, The Sisters of St. Leonards. A Drama in Four Acts’, licensed for 
the Standard (London) on 9 September 1862,15 and second ‘Jeannie of Mid-lothian; or, The Loves 
of Effie and Madge Wildfire. A Drama in Three Acts’, licensed for the Pavilion Theatre (London) 
on 16 February 1863.16 Similar to Never Too Late to Mend, Hazlewood’s dramatizations of The 
Heart of Midlothian were produced in close succession but offer vastly different versions of the 
same text.17 Indeed, variations in plot and characterisation suggest that Hazlewood wrote a double 
adaptation to make opposing interpretations of Jeannie’s central moral dilemma available to 
audiences. For example, each drama differently frames the famous scene in which she refuses to 
lie in court to save her sister, Effie, from the gallows. In the Standard version, Effie understands 
and sympathises with Jeannie’s religious convictions, and freely forgives her sister: 
 
Jeannie  … Effie do no go till you say I am forgiven, your Death lies at my door – 
am I am I pardoned[?] take me to your heart and say I am  
Effie   You are – you are, and as Dear to me as ever  
‘They Rush into Each others arms Bus + End of Act’18 
 
Conversely, the Pavilion version emphasises both Effie’s lover’s and Jeannie’s culpability, while 
allowing Effie multiple opportunities to assert her innocence. Lengthy cross-questioning of 
Jeannie draws attention to her hypocrisy. The dramatization highlights that, though she holds 
tenaciously to religious convictions which demand truth and openness in court, she failed to apply 
the same principles to her relationship with her sister, and did not question Effie properly about 
her visibly altered mood and health. Even though Effie still forgives her sister, the effect is not 
affirmative; instead she offers up Jeannie and the rest of the court for judgement: ‘Heaven forgive 
you all for you will take an innocent life.’19 
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 When these adaptations were written, Hazlewood was the most prolific playwright working 
in London. Between 1859 and 1869, 103 plays bearing his name were submitted to the Lord 
Chamberlain, many of which were adaptations.20 By comparison, in the same period, George 
Conquest, another hard-working dramatist who also adapted It Is Never Too Late to Mend, 
submitted 39 plays.21 However, writing almost exclusively for London’s less reputable theatres – 
the Royal Marylebone, the City of London, the Pavilion, the Surrey Theatre, and, most 
importantly, the Britannia22 – Hazlewood failed to make a substantial living from playwriting, 
unlike his contemporary Boucicault.23 Hazlewood was obliged to keep up his career as an actor 
alongside playwrighting: holding an engagement at the Royal Marylebone from 1857–9, 
immediately prior to their production of Never Too Late, and performing in his own plays at the 
City of London Theatre until 1862, as well as working in a variety of provincial theatres.24 
Nevertheless, surviving letters that Hazlewood wrote to his publisher Thomas Lacy between 1869 
and 1871 reveal that he was often strapped for cash.25  
Living hand to mouth, the most obvious motivations for Hazlewood to write multiple 
adaptations of the same novel are financial. Each of the 195 plays that we know Hazlewood wrote 
for the Britannia were sold individually for between  £2 and £5, which bought the theatre the 
London rights to the drama.26 He did not receive a regular salary, nor was he paid for revivals of 
his works at other theatres than those which originally bought his scripts.27 And, although 
Hazlewood was free to sell the provincial rights to his dramas separately, he did not receive a 
stable or a large income from these sales.28 By contrast, double adaptation allowed Hazlewood to 
maximise his potential returns from time already spent by selling multiple versions of texts that 
were likely to have a wide appeal.29 Reading, let alone dramatizing, a long novel is time-
consuming, but, once he had read the novel, Hazlewood’s idiosyncratic cut-and-paste approach to 
dramatic dialogue would have allowed him to produce variants at speed. Moreover, differences 
between the dramas allowed competing theatres to stage his plays at a similar moment without 
directly overlapping, and ensured uptake of his dramas by allowing him to cater to a variety of 
tastes or managerial priorities.30  
Then as now, adaptations were ‘ripe for commercial exploitation’.31 However, double 
adaptation should not be dismissed as merely a logical extension of commercial theatre making. 
Instead they offer a window onto how Hazlewood’s formulaic dramas addressed desires for local 
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identification while retaining an essential ambiguity that made them accessible to various or hybrid 
publics. 
Hazlewood’s local professional network was certainly his most immediately remunerative 
resource, and his double adaptations provide useful perspectives on varieties in East London’s 
theatrical culture. Regularly selling his work to a relatively stable group of known individuals over 
many years, Hazlewood’s personal knowledge of managerial priorities and theatre companies 
allowed him to calculate formulas likely to please particular buyers.32 He was able to use his 
knowledge of the stock scenery and companies of actors at different theatres to write plays that 
could be quickly and easily included in a swiftly changing repertoire, to ensure that star performers 
received juicy parts, or to fit a theatre’s particular ‘brand’. The Britannia version of Never Too 
Late certainly supports this claim and indicates that Hazlewood was adept at adapting novels for 
specific local theatres. As this article will go on to analyse, aspects of the play fit stylistically with 
other ‘Gospel of Rags’ dramas popular at this theatre. Moreover, the addition of London Nan to 
the cast was expressly suited to the performance style of the Britannia’s leading actress and 
manager, Sarah Lane, who made a speciality of such ‘lively and eccentric roles especially written 
for her by the Britannia house dramatists’.33 Double adaptations thus allowed Hazlewood to adapt 
stories with particular and different sets of local co-adapters in mind, rather than simply allowing 
him to cast his net widely by offering different versions on an open market. 
Nevertheless, while a desire to address specific, local contexts could explain why 
Hazlewood’s adaptive decisions deviate so markedly in his double adaptations, close analysis of 
each of the adaptations reveals a less straightforward process. Hazlewood’s double adaptations 
offer more than different interpretations of the same story, targeted to appeal to particular local 
theatres or audiences. In fact, his double adaptation of Never Too Late draws attention to the 
elusive ‘positionality’ of each script,34 as both adaptations juxtapose and mix conservative and 
radical statements, and present an inclusive address to various audiences, because their humour 
and interest does not depend on knowledge of, or sympathy with, particular contexts. There is no 
consistent approach either across his double adaptation, or within either text. The dramas exist in 
a state of in-betweenness, which creates the potential for the plays to achieve a significant degree 
of mobility: between different theatres, contexts, and spaces, and in response to various audience 
reactions. Therefore, while Hazlewood’s adaptive process may at first appear to be predicated on 
his attention to known communities around particular theatres, he also balances his local 
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knowledge with an awareness of how the text, or audience, might travel. Hazlewood’s ‘Jeannie 
Deans’ was revived thirteen (possibly fourteen) times in Scottish theatres between 1862 and 1890, 
for example.35 Certainly Hazlewood would have received little personal benefit from the 
portability of his dramas, but high mobility was also a consideration for East London theatres. For, 
situated in or near to the dockside region of the metropolis, local tradesmen rubbed shoulders with 
passing sailors, and whole communities were displaced to make way for new infrastructure and 
warehousing over the course of the century. In catering to East End theatres, therefore, 
Hazlewood’s plays simultaneously suggest and undermine – even explode – this sense of a known 
network.  
Even while Hazlewood’s adaptations address certain local trends and interests, the 
ambivalence of his adaptations also allows room for coming and going, as the audience or the text 
is relocated. This is not to say that all social ties, or loyalties to a local theatre, were severed by 
new contexts of local and global mobility. Still, the ambiguity of Hazlewood’s adaptations is 
productive, because it permitted his works to be multiply reinterpreted for and by various British 
and international theatres and audiences in the mid-nineteenth century. In other words, these 
mobile, flexible texts resist reinforcing an imagined hierarchy which elevates London 
as the centre at the expense of an indistinct wider periphery, because his adaptations avoid explicit 
political, social, or spatial affiliation.   
 
Adapting It Is Never Too Late to Mend 
 
Portability and multiplicity is embedded in the form of adaptations, and theatrical dramatizations 
in particular. Not only are narratives moved across media, adaptations explore dialogic 
relationships between multiple texts or actants. Thus adaptation is frequently celebrated as a 
pluralistic form, open to diverse cultural practices. Particularly as digital culture diversifies media 
channels, ‘adaptation’ can refer to a wide range of cultural products, not only ‘straight’ adaptations 
of book to film, or page to stage. Concerned that ‘the concept of adaptation per se has necessarily 
been diluted as it expands to form a catch-all category for these permutations’, Sarah Cardwell 
stresses that precise and robust terminology is needed to pin down how we distinguish adaptation 
from other linked practices such as appropriation or translation,36 but even the term ‘adaptation’ 
has multiple resonances. Linda Hutcheon famously defined adaptation as both ‘a formal entity or 
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product’ and as processes of creation and reception.37 Still, we often take the latter meaning for 
granted when we encounter the material end-product, so imaginatively amalgamating process(es) 
and product.  
The surviving play scripts for Hazlewood’s adaptations, which are the chief source for this 
article, are not a finished product, however. Not only are the manuscript copies submitted to the 
Lord Chamberlain typically insubstantial – produced quickly by copyists, and containing 
numerous gaps and omissions, which meant that the text could change between licensing and 
performance – the script is only one aspect of a theatrical performance. And, as Nico Dicecco 
emphasises, ‘“the stage” has a way of troubling the apparent ontological stability of “the page”.’38 
The liveness of theatre means that the text remains open to numerous (perhaps spontaneous) 
reinterpretations, or processes of adaptation. For instance, it can be altered by practitioners to suit 
the target audience of a particular theatre or for different cultural or national contexts. These 
processes involve diverse creators. Tracey Catell recently drew our attention to the role that the 
stage manager plays in adapting dramatic texts for live performance,39 but actors, musicians, and 
scene painters should equally be included in this network of adapters at any one theatre. Moreover, 
because theatre is live, this is an ongoing process, with the potential to change flexibly night by 
night, depending on the shifting make-up of each network of adapters. 
The audience also plays a formative role. By bearing witness, they give life to the 
production, but their processes of reception also define the production’s status as an adaptation. 
‘Adaptation requires the “doing” of a certain attentiveness to intertextual similarity, and it results 
in the “thing done” of adaptive materiality.’40 Playgoers ‘[perform] that identification’ when they 
actively recognise the play’s relationship to other cultural products, such as a novel or previous 
dramatizations:41 processes of reception which might be performed through oral indicators such 
as laughing or heckling. In theatre, these processes of reception can materially feed back into 
processes of creation, as actors can choose to revise their performances to respond to audience 
reactions on different nights. Therefore, adaptation-as-product depends on both the audience and 
the performers in live theatre and is flexibly contingent on playgoers’ individual level of 
engagement or prior knowledge. Thus Hazlewood’s script is constantly remade: ‘product and 
process alike depend on crucially on performance.’42  
Adaptation is central to the cultural history of It Is Never Too Late to Mend. The novel 
began life as Gold!, a drama written by Reade and first performed at the Theatre Royal Drury Lane 
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on 10 January 1853.43 The play mixes domestic melodrama with Gold Rush adventure in New 
South Wales. The honest but unlucky farmer, George Sandford, is engaged to Susan Merton, but 
does not have enough money to marry her. When his farm fails, he secures a promise from Susan’s 
father that the latter will allow the couple to wed if George returns from Australia with a thousand 
pounds. Unbeknownst to the couple, the wealthy corn factor and money lender John Meadows is 
also in love with Susan, and – with the help of his alcoholic subordinate, Peter Crawley – is 
scheming to ruin George and prevent their union so that he can marry Susan instead. Unfortunately 
for Meadows, he has made an enemy of Isaac Levi, who works to secure George’s interests 
throughout, and ultimately enjoys a well-timed revenge. In Australia, George discovers gold with 
the help of the reformed ex-convict, Tom Robinson, and in spite of robbery and assassination 
attempts returns home to England. Meanwhile, Meadows has tricked Susan into thinking that 
George has married another woman, and financially ruined her father to pressure her to accept his 
offer of an economically advantageous union. But, despite Meadows’ further attempts to thwart 
George’s triumphant return home, George and Tom arrive in time to stop the wedding, the villains 
are arrested, and Isaac Levi blesses the couple and the audience.  
Reade preserved the romance plot when he adapted the play as a novel but significantly 
extended Tom’s story to address recent scandals in the British prison system which had been 
widely reported in the press.44 Moreover, alongside changing George’s name from Sandford to 
Fielding, he added three new major characters: the aboriginal Australian Jacky Kalingalunga, the 
persecuted prisoner Josephs, and the heroic priest Mr Eden. Each of these figures enables and 
shapes the romance plot at the same time as they extend the novel’s interest in social reform. Their 
centrality to Reade’s project is reinforced by their importance in his 1865 (re)dramatization of the 
novel.45 
Shifting regularly between domestic and international spaces and concerns, Never Too Late 
requires the reader to recognise how events in England have an impact on those in Australia, and 
vice versa. It demands a species of double vision to keep abreast of roughly simultaneous but non-
sequential narrative action occurring in different hemispheres: a doubleness which emphasises 
characters’ mobility as both a central theme and plot device. Hazlewood’s adaptations are still 
more mobile. 
Characterised by a high level of ambiguity, Hazlewood’s adaptations were written to 
engage in mutable and ongoing processes of adaptation, which rely on dialogic interactions 
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between the stage and the auditorium. As the following close readings explore, his adaptations 
elude specific political affiliation that could suggest his intention to address a specific audience or 
social issue. This enables practitioners to play up certain themes over others, or to respond 
dynamically to audience reactions. Equally, if the texts are played straight, they offer space for 
members of a diverse audience to find moments of interest or sympathetic identification. In this 
way, the ambivalence of Hazlewood’s adaptations resists specific contextual or political 
positionality. They are characterised by an in-betweenness which signals the necessity of writing 
for diverse and potentially dispersed publics, even when a drama was written with a particular 
theatre in mind. This is not to say that Hazlewood is especially interested in racial politics, even 
though he often foregrounds marginal(ised) figures in his dramas. Rather, the (individual and 
collective) doubleness of his adaptations bespeaks the itinerancy of theatrical texts, practitioners 
and audiences in the mid-nineteenth century: as demolitions and mass migration altered local 
communities in East London, theatre companies went on tour, and playwrights’ works were 
appropriated overseas. Adaptations are thus both a vital aspect of mid-nineteenth-century theatrical 
culture and highly sophisticated texts, the ambivalence and doubleness of which enables a 
collaborative and ongoing process of adaptation, well-placed to move within and across local and 
international markets.   
 
‘Never to [sic] Late to Mend’ at the Britannia Theatre 
 
Unlike Reade’s novel, which foregrounds George’s story and introduces the idea of his move to 
Australia at the outset, the Britannia’s interests initially seem to eschew both romance and Gold 
Rush in favour of specific local concerns. The adaptation opens with a discussion between 
Meadows and Crawley about Crawley’s drunkenness. His alcoholism is austerely represented, he 
even goes so far as to refer to himself as Meadows’ ‘slave’.46 This emotive language recollects 
fiery diction sometimes used by Chartist activists. Richard Oastler famously called factory labour 
‘Yorkshire Slavery’ in the Leeds Mercury in 1830, for instance.47 It further suggests Hazlewood’s 
awareness of Teetotalism, which had ties to radical working-class movements.48 The dialogue 
presents alcohol as a social evil because it makes people more vulnerable to exploitation. Crawley 
admits that his current position as Meadows’ ‘slave’ owes less to Meadows’ manipulation than to 
‘the fiend thats [sic] in me, [which] has made me what I am, the tool of any man’.49 Conveying 
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frustration, injustice, and disempowerment, the drama’s opening could indicate that Hazlewood is 
targeting a particular radical subculture, perhaps likely to be in attendance at an East End theatre 
with a strong history of working-class engagement.50 Conversely, this assumption is immediately 
challenged by the introduction of a new character on Meadows’s exit, London Nan, who does not 
feature in Lacy’s printed script, Gold! or the novel.  
Nan’s characterisation is calculated to appeal to a working-class audience’s sympathies. 
She is spokeswoman for the poor and virtuous – ‘I’ve more often found respectability in Rags 
than otherwise’51 – and so fits with the reverential representation of honest poverty in other popular 
plays at the Britannia in the same period, which H. Barton Baker called the Britannia’s ‘Gospel of 
Rags’.52 Indeed, she replaces Mr Eden as the moral centre of the drama – challenging the other 
characters and society to reform, and actively advocating George, Susan, Tom, and Josephs – 
although, unlike Eden, she presses her points through humour and song. Nevertheless, her 
characterisation is misaligned with the apparent challenge to existing social inequalities in the 
opening dialogue. 
Directly after Crawley and Meadows’ exchange in the opening scene, Nan engages in witty 
repartee with Crawley, which elaborates the theme of alcoholism further. Nan encourages the 
audience to pity him by offering an explanation for his addiction. Nonetheless, in so doing she 
disrupts the potential radicalism of the theme. Diverting from the emotive diction of the opening, 
she blames Crawley’s drinking on social aspirations which cause people to be discontented with 
their lot in life:  
 
what a sad thing it is to see a man reduced to his condition, this all comes of wishing to be 
in a greater position than you really are, I know I would not be a Lady for a trifle53  
 
Nan’s comments are backward-facing and denote a narrow world view. She evokes Eurocentric 
feudal histories of inherited social status when she cautions the audience against social climbing. 
Stating that she ‘would not be a Lady’, Nan’s arguments are framed by a context of aristocratic 
privilege that does not command the same cachet in Australia. Nan thus appears to address a 
specifically local context and audience when she preaches her ‘Gospel of Rags’, even though her 
speech is out of step with the opening dialogue, the play’s later interest in the potential for liberty 
and financial advancement in Australia, and the fact that it is Nan who holds the prison staff to 
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account for the grim injustice suffered by Josephs in Act 2, which again suggests a radical political 
position. It is also incompatible with the Marylebone adaptation, in which Tom comments that 
England is ‘the dead sea to a poor man.’54 Even in these brief opening dialogues, therefore, the 
Britannia version side-steps explicit contextualisation, or positionality, even when it appears to 
address a particular cause or audience.  
 Despite her apparent conservatism in the opening scene, Nan embodies an in-betweenness 
that contributes to the drama’s wider ambivalence. She is a ballad-singer: a profession which 
signifies her mobility and social liminality at the same time as her songs and practice of street-
selling make her a highly recognisable and audible presence. Both visible and obscure, this 
doubleness is one reason why representations of ballad-singers in nineteenth-century culture 
are ‘defined by … heterogeneity’, ranging from ‘shabby, scurrilous, [and] loud’ to picturesque and 
modest.55 Nan’s characterisation cuts across such paradoxical tropes, signifying the mutability of 
her representation. 
On the one hand, Nan is a decidedly sentimental figure. Following familiar romantic tropes 
of honest poverty, she recounts how she fell in love with Tom in adversity and remains true to him 
in spite of greater hardships: ‘Ah me, my heart is sad, it clings to him, + remembers him only as an 
honest lad, as he was when we were boy + girl together, I shall never see him again’.56 Her self-
representation as a ballad-singer is, moreover, in the picturesque mode:  
 
under a broad spreading tree, with the sweet flowers at my feet, + the merry laughing 
children with their bright eyes looking into mine + listening as I run over my Ballads57  
 
Nan’s speech evokes a pastoral scene and – though no evidence detailing her costume survives – 
it is possible that her clothes were designed to emphasise a visually appealing picturesque 
aesthetic. In this view, Nan appears to be an anti-modern figure, allied to an imagined past prior 
to modernising processes aimed to control urban space, and separate to the play’s contemporary 
setting and concern with financial gain. She is temporally displaced as well as highly mobile, 
reinforcing the supposed innocence bequeathed by her outsider status which allows her to act as 
moral commentator: simultaneously the representative of deeply-felt social values and society’s 
outcast and antithesis. However, Nan is not a disinterested or distant observer, given her love for 
Tom, nor is she an innocent rustic. Indeed, her references to pastoral scenes are jarring because 
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she is an urbanite: she was on the streets with Tom ‘when [they] were boy + girl together’, and her 
witty replies to Crawley’s flirtatious remarks signal her streetwise edge. Indeed, the striking 
distance between her dreams and her real experience suggests that Nan is cannily manipulating 
mawkish popular images of ballad-singers. 
 For Oskar Cox Jensen in The Ballad-Singer in Georgian and Victorian London, key to 
understanding these performers is ‘appreciating [them] as relatively autonomous individuals, 
rather than as uniform and unthinking mouthpieces for the songs they sold’.58 Ballad-singers’ 
agency is rarely conveyed in representations from above. They are condemned in those which 
present them as loud, bawdy, and dirty: Other, and potentially disruptive to, the social and political 
status quo as well as to aural peace. Sentimental or picturesque imagery can be more positive, but 
it also sanitizes these performers, and restrains their voices and agency. Nan sits between these 
poles. She may be a sentimental stereotype and mouthpiece for moral platitudes, but she does sing. 
Moreover, she emphasises her autonomy through performance of ballads.  
Directly after Crawley’s exit she sings a ballad that picks up the train of the preceding 
dialogue, ‘I’d rather not a Lady be’.59 However, the song’s recurring motif is the freedom offered 
by her itinerancy: ‘No, give me the open air, the bright sun, with merry hearts round me, listening 
with open ears, while I chaunt the titles of my Ballads’.60 More than freedom to roam through 
unlikely pastoral idylls, the ballad highlights the economic and social independence conferred by 
her profession. Though the opening lines relate to themes explored in the drama, Nan quickly 
establishes a frame narrative within the song, which creates and maintains a distance between song 
and singer, and so positions her as an independent agent who chooses to comment on events, rather 
than one who passively responds by automatically performing on cue. After a brief lyrical 
introduction in which Nan avows that ‘I’d rather have the rags I wear … / Than loaded be with 
every care / That riches bring when near one’,61 she breaks the song with spoken lines that indicate 
her move from diegetic to non-diegetic music. Her frame narration directly states that the following 
verses are about ballad-singing, and the lines of the second verse are disconnected suggestions of 
various escapist fancies that feature regularly in ballads.  
 
Here’s the Tar that was faithful  
The Soldier thats [sic] true  
Here’s the Maiden dispiteful [sic]  
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And the Seas over blue62  
 
These subjects are not radical. They are cheap, recyclable whimsy, filled with stock types and 
settings, meant to suggest the titles and topics of the ballads she sells. At first, these fancies appear 
to break the division between song and singer established in the frame narrative because they fit 
with her chosen, picturesque self-representation. However, each of the romance figures suggested 
by the song are so flattened that they signify only their economic value – a value of which Nan is 
acutely conscious: ‘If I but get the rustic maid / To buy Ballads for a Penny’.63 Nan, the ballad-
singer, is the only autonomous figure. She distributes the songs that bring romantic heroines and 
heroes to life, and her performance of these songs enables her to earn her livelihood, and to be 
‘Contented [as] I wend my way’.64 Far from reinforcing restrictive picturesque imagery, therefore, 
Nan’s performance metatheatrically prompts the audience to recognise how she cynically deploys 
popular tropes to take charge of the narrative, even though she is a liminal ‘wanderer’.65 
The song prefigures Nan’s role in the rest of the drama. Nan often takes charge of narrating 
the action. In Act 1 scene 1, for instance, she informs the audience about George’s feelings for 
Susan, and the possibility of his going to Australia, so briefly dealing with aspects of the romance 
plot which are dramatized at length in the Marylebone version (as well as in Gold! and Reade’s 
1865 adaptation), and signalling her greater importance than the central romantic couple in this 
drama. Nan plays an active and significant role. When the persecuted Josephs commits suicide in 
prison, it is Nan who admonishes the prison governor, Hawes, and organises his punishment.66 
She also warns Susan against Meadows and takes the decisive step to travel to Australia with Levi, 
‘to redeem Tom + make him again an honest man’.67 Meanwhile Tom is relegated from savvy 
second hero, as in the novel and the Marylebone adaptation, to an amiable fool.68 Indeed, in 
contrast to Nan, the song performed by Tom as he is led away by police in Act 1 scene 1 emphasises 
his subjugation rather than his agency: ‘The Sessions + Sizes are drawing nigh / I’d rather you’d 
be hang’d than I / Luddy fuddy, high poor Luddy heigh ho’.69 
Nan’s autonomous movement between local and international spaces, and the agency she 
exerts to direct the narrative, regardless of her social liminality and gender, signifies Hazlewood’s 
simultaneous attention to local contexts and potential mobility. Heidi Holder explains that ‘female 
roles showed a greater variety’ in East End theatres than in the West End around the mid-nineteenth 
century, which permitted ‘the saucy, active “second-lead” female [to achieve] greater prominence 
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as a type.’70 In fitting this stock type, Nan signals her association with East End London theatres. 
Indeed, she appeared in another adaptation of Never Too Late licensed for the Surrey Theatre on 
26 April 1858.71 Conversely, as Bratton long-since explored with reference to the stock Jack Tar, 
theatrical types were not stable or singular categories, and did not signify only one set of 
characteristics.72 Therefore, at the same time that it is possible to historically and geographically 
contextualise Nan, her generic qualities also allow her to be moved into different plays and spaces. 
A playbill from 1 April 1859 advertises the ‘Production for the first time in Lynn of the great 
Surrey drama’ at the Theatre Royal, King’s Lynn, for instance.73 Although this production did not 
use the London cast, who were still engaged for the London season, it nevertheless indicates the 
circulation of stock types associated with East End theatres, as the scripts of popular plays were 
picked up for use in the provinces.  
Many of Nan’s characteristics are aligned in the Britannia’s and the Surrey’s adaptations. 
In both plays, Nan has been attached to Tom since they had been ‘Parentless London outcast[s]’ 
together, and she chooses to follow him to Australia.74 Yet, while her sharp, savvy dialogue is 
considerably softened in the Britannia version, her role is less significant in the Surrey’s play, in 
which she does not replace Eden as the moral heart of the drama. Thus Nan is both a recognisable 
and specific stock type in popular East End London theatre, and flexibly contingent on a 
dramatist’s or performer’s preferences. The unprecedented significance of her role in the 
Britannia’s ‘Never to[sic] Late’ undoubtedly signals Hazlewood’s awareness of Sarah Lane’s 
popularity in such roles, for instance, even though Lane ultimately shared the role with Louisa 
Cleveland. Nan’s generic qualities, as well as her identity as a ballad-singer, thus allow her to 
occupy a position between known and unknown, the specifically local or locatable and the general 
or mobile. Meanwhile the ambivalence of her simultaneously sentimental and streetwise 
characterisation suggests her openness to multiple adaptations, and the difficulty of fixing her 
meaning. 
Hazlewood’s decision to foreground Nan’s voice and role suggests a radical desire to 
emphasise the possibility of action and change from below. Nan is cast as society’s Other through 
her profession, poverty, and her criticism of those in powerful positions, such as Hawes. However, 
Hazlewood’s apparent investment in marginal(ised) characters is undermined by the fact that the 
aboriginal character, Jacky, is entirely elided from the piece. Moreover, Nan is ultimately ousted 
from her central position, and the final line given to the conventional romantic heroine, Susan. 
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Meanwhile Nan muddles between conservative and radical statements, making her role difficult 
to place politically. This in-betweenness is found in the drama as a whole; the play text is not 
clearly allied to any context or ideology. Domestic spaces, for example, were no more immediate 
for playgoers than the Australian scenes. The directions for Act 1 scene 1 indicate that the action 
was set against a generic background, which allowed the Britannia to draw from its stock of 
reusable scenery: ‘Landscape, Cornfields, + Farm House’.75 Set outside of London, there was no 
cause for the Britannia to present ‘Never to [sic] Late’ as a local drama, and so the domestic scenes 
could be non-specific – they existed as a fantasy of stage flats in the same way as ‘Australia. 
Mountains’.76 Still, this generic setting is inclusive in its ambivalence, as the effect does not depend 
on playgoers’ familiarity with specific local scenes. Any coherence in the drama is thereby is 
unfixed and depends on performance, and so the adaptation remains open to multiple, and mutable, 
reinterpretations for and by different audiences. 
 
Never Too Late to Mend at the Royal Marylebone Theatre 
 
Unlike the Britannia adaptation, Hazlewood’s Marylebone version of Never Too Late reprises the 
narrative trajectory of the novel in a reasonably straightforward manner. Act 1 introduces the 
romance plot and sees George leave for Australia. Act 2 largely takes place in the model prison. 
Tom and Josephs are subjected to various forms of psychological and physical torture by the cruel 
prison governor, leading to Josephs’ suicide and Mr Eden’s intervention. Meadows also proposes 
to Susan and schemes with Crawley to prevent George’s return. Act 3 is set in Australia. George 
has failed at farming, but all is not lost: Jacky makes George’s fortune by showing him and Tom 
where to find a huge nugget of gold, and, although Crawley and a party of bush rangers attempt to 
prevent their return to England by setting fire to their tent, Levi is fortunately on hand to help the 
heroes to escape. The final Act returns to Berkshire, where the romance plot is resolved happily. 
The drama thereby offers both escapist fantasy and domestic melodrama, while repeating and 
reinforcing Reade’s concern with specific cases of institutional abuse and corruption in Britain. 
Conversely, Hazlewood’s shrewd use of melodramatic conventions and generic characterisation 
allows the play to go beyond an address to specific local contexts or audiences, making it a viable 
text for Hazlewood to sell for publication and an extra profit. 
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Hazlewood is a master of this mixed theatrical mode, in which high sentiment and emotive, 
politicised statements sit alongside comedy and song. In Act 2 scene 2, for example, Meadows 
delivers a long soliloquy in which he curses the other characters who stand in his way: ‘Susan 
seems farther from me than ever.’77 This is closely followed by a comical song performed by 
Crawley, who reviles Meadows in turn, to the tune of ‘Nice Young Maidens’, only to be caught 
out by Meadows himself.78 Crawley must quickly improvise a verse to save his skin: ‘I’m sure of 
masters he’s the best! / Bless Mr. Meadows!’79 Hazlewood makes full use of the possibilities 
opened by live performance by introducing physical comedy and a famous musical intertext, 
presumably familiar to at least some members of the original London audience. Here, his parody 
of a song about individuals’ unsuccessful attempts to get what they want ironizes Crawley’s 
cowardly manoeuvres and complaints, and emphasises his similar ineffectiveness. Such 
performance devices rob Crawley of any psychological depth that he has in the novel and transform 
him into a low comedy part, whose comic interjections siphon off audience disbelief at moments 
of high drama. Indeed, another of Hazlewood’s important interventions is the development of one 
of Crawley’s throwaway comments in the novel into an amusing obsequious catchphrase, which 
he uses regularly to puncture sentimental or serious dialogue: ‘You’re a great man, Mr. Meadows 
– a very great man, sir.’80  
Juxtaposition of serious and comic matter is typical of British melodrama, but this generic 
mixing is also one aspect of the text’s ambivalence, as rapid changes of mood are supposed to 
elicit various affective reactions from the audience. In Act 1 scene 1, Tom introduces a critique of 
how the poor are treated by the British state in one breath, and begins a comic song with the next: 
 
England is the rich man’s paradise, and the poor man’s—Well, I won’t swear—it’s vulgar. 
(sings) 
            As I was going up the Strand, 
                        Luddy fuddy! hi, poor luddy heigho! 
            As I was going up the Strand, 
            The beaks they took me out of hand, 
                        Luddy fuddy! hi, poor luddy heigho!81  
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Tom’s song, which reprises the verse he sings in the Britannia version, is an amusing scrap of 
doggerel that underscores the unfair treatment of the poor by the state, but does not signify 
psychological complexity. Instead it is an entertaining complement to Tom’s sustained and pointed 
commentary on economic inequality over the course of the scene, which is endorsed by George 
and his brother. Such intricate relationships in melodrama between oppositional stage modes elude 
stable or singular responses. However, the scene does more than address various audience 
emotions. Playfully self-referential, Tom’s song also invites knowing playgoers to share his joke, 
as they recognise that it is a further act of rebellion. Tom has been captured, but he is determined 
to have the last laugh, and he does. Using the absurdity of melodramatic conventions, which allow 
him to drop into a comic song at the most unlikely moment, Tom curates a metatheatrical moment 
that generates humour by playing with the audience’s awareness of the artificiality of well-known 
stage conventions.82 In so doing, he positions the audience as canny participants, and thus goes 
beyond an appeal to playgoers’ individually felt reactions, or their sympathy with his critique of 
specifically positioned class hierarchies. It suggests an inclusive request for audience participation, 
based on general knowledge of the drama’s generic qualities, rather than personal sympathy with 
the onstage action, or specific or local knowledge. Even though musical intertexts or social 
commentary on poverty in Britain might suggest that Hazlewood’s script addresses playgoers 
familiar with particular cultural and social contexts, therefore, the metatheatricality of his 
adaptation reveals its potential to speak to diverse and mobile audiences. 
 Problems remain which limit the appeal of Never Too Late to a white, Western audience. 
Representations of Jacky and Levi are offensively racist by modern  standards and many jokes are 
made at their expense. Nevertheless, we know that this adaptation travelled internationally. The 
Houghton Library at Harvard holds a copy of Lacy’s Acting Edition of the text, which is labelled 
as the property of Edwin Adams of the Walnut Street Theatre in Philadelphia, and dated March 
1861.83 Moreover, the play was published in New York by Samuel French, and went through at 
least two editions in the 1850s–60s, widening its distribution in the United States of America. 
Publication thus enabled Hazlewood’s adaptation to reach an international market, but numerous 
productions of his play in Melbourne, Australia prove that it also certainly reached an international 
audience. 
 Hazlewood’s adaptation was performed in Australia long before Reade’s own 1865 
dramatization of his novel. A review in the Australasian reports that a new season under new 
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management had opened at the Princess’s Theatre on 30 July 1866 with a ‘stage adaptation of Mr. 
Charles Reade’s sensation story of “It is Never Too Late to Mend”’;84 however, the reviewer notes 
that this is not the first time that a dramatization of the novel has been played in the city. This 
production was preceded by another ‘produced at the Olympic some seven years ago [in 1859], 
during the management of Mr. Frederick Younge…’ 
 
It differed somewhat from the version now given by Mr. Hall, and I am quite unable to say 
if it was dramatised by the same individual whose name is now published as the author in 
the bills, to wit, Mr. Colin Hazlewood. It is quite possible for both versions to have been 
the work of Mr. Hazlewood, although in the acting they differ, for stage, managers and 
actors together make terrible work of an author’s labours, what with cuts and what with 
interpolations.85  
 
It is unlikely that the two productions produced in Melbourne in 1859 and 1866 represent 
Hazlewood’s alternative versions of Never Too Late in spite of their differences, as the Britannia 
version was never published. Still, the reviewer’s comments signal how processes of adaptation 
continued and diversified in Australia through the ‘cuts’ and ‘interpolations’ or practitioners. In 
short, the adaptability of the play meant that its appeal was not limited to the theatre for which it 
was originally written. Indeed, the new performance context appears to have materially influenced 
the representation of the play at Princess’s, and to have affected audiences’ reception of drama. 
Certain of the differences between the Melbourne productions may even be attributable to 
managerial desires to both facilitate local identification and evoke international connections in the 
1866 production, analogous to the ambiguity that characterised the London shows.  
 On the one hand, the fact that the drama premiered in London may have lent its production 
in Melbourne a cosmopolitan appeal. A contemporary advertisement in the Melbourne Herald 
emphasises that ‘All the latest London novelties [are] in active preparation.’86 The advert appears 
to target a community of settlers, whose reasons for wishing to see ‘London novelties’ may range 
from homesickness to curiosity to pride that Melbourne can compete culturally with the city 
vaunted as the centre of the British Empire. Nevertheless, as in the London shows, this source of 
interest sits alongside appeals to contrasting audience desires for local relevance, of which the 
management was aware. Far from noticing any ‘London novelties’, it is clear that the  reviewer for 
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the Australasian does not think very highly of this piece, which ‘altogether is strangely deficient 
in female interest,’ leaving most of the female members of the company with nothing to do.87 In 
fact, her or his remarks indicate that the Australian setting, rather than the disconnected plot, 
accounts for much of the interest and will be the greatest draw for playgoers. The set designers 
receive special mention for crafting new scenery ‘showing the bend of a river undoubtedly 
Australian;’ while ‘the diggings “set” in the same act’ is deemed ‘most carefully and 
characteristically contrived.’88 Such scenic effects stand in dramatic contrast to the generic and 
unconvincing interiors which have clearly been recycled from previous productions, and indicate 
significant monetary and managerial investment in the ‘local’ appeal of the Australian scenes. The 
Melbourne production thus evidences the portability of Hazlewood’s drama, but also the flexibility 




Hazlewood’s resistance to specific contextualisation is an expression of how he catered 
simultaneously to diverse audiences within one theatre, and how this ambiguity enabled the 
mobility of his dramas across different spaces, contexts and audiences. I have suggested that 
eschewing cultural difference through judicious use of generic theatrical modes made 
Hazlewood’s dramas accessible to a varied and geographically dispersed English-speaking public, 
even while the dramatist ensured the sale of his works by incorporating his knowledge of popular 
trends, and the specialties of specific London theatres. In other words, even though Hazlewood 
wrote adaptations suited to the tastes and capabilities of a network of professionals with whom he 
was personally connected, these formulaic melodramas retained sufficient flexibility to please a 
mixed audience, which also gave these plays an international reach. Adaptations are especially 
well-suited to this kind of productive ambiguity, as the form presupposes dialogic processes of 
creation and reception. In theatre, the conditions of performing drama – staging, lighting, music, 
and so forth – are as important to audiences’ processes of reception as the actors’ performances 
and the text. Therefore, the process of adaptation did not stop when Hazlewood completed the 
script but was, rather, extended to include a host of co-adapters. The productive ambiguity of 
Hazlewood’s text thus aided practitioners to engage in an ongoing process of creative adaptation, 
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and to repeatedly revise the drama for particular audiences through characterisation, music, or 
setting. 
 As the most prolific playwright and adapter in mid-nineteenth-century Britain, 
Hazlewood’s works offer a particularly illuminating case study of how playwrights negotiated 
conflicting market demands for local identification and contemporary contexts of local and global 
mobility. Not only do Hazlewood’s techniques signify widespread professional practices as a result 
of his own phenomenal productivity, the fact that he is commonly thought of as a ‘hack’ dramatist 
who wrote for sales and popularity, rather than an artist who responded to unique inspiration, also 
indicates that his adaptive strategies worked in contemporary theatre, and so could be appropriated 
more broadly by other writers. Hazlewood was a master adapter for mid-nineteenth-century 
London, but, in eluding specific positionality, wrote dramas capable of being inclusive of a mixed 
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